LIVE

As authenticity and timeliness become
more important to consumers,
live video is a powerful tool
in the marketer’s kit.

Live streaming is a
worldwide trend that shows
no signs of slowing down-according to eMarketer,
47% of live streaming video
viewers worldwide are
watching more live videos
compared to a year ago.

LIV E

Now that mobile media has
created an “always-on”
environment in which
marketers can reach
consumers in real time, live
video is giving brands the
opportunity to share
experiences with audiences
around the world as they’re
happening.

This in-the-moment
connection has proved
to grab -- and keep -customer attention,
as Facebook users
spend three times longer
watching live video than
non-live video.

In particular, live video
game streaming has
exploded in popularity in
recent years. Twitch, a live
game streaming platform,
has 665 million viewers —
a bigger audience than
subscribers to HBO,
Netflix, and ESPN
streaming services
combined.

Brands looking to
engage young
millennials and
Generation Z need to
invest in a live video
strategy. According to
eMarketer, 63% of
people ages 18 to 34
are watching livestream
content regularly.

The most exciting
part? We're just
scratching the surface.
As 5G cellular
technology becomes
more ubiquitous, live
streaming will reach
levels of quality and
accessibility
previously impossible.

Recommended
for Embracing Live Video
Is your brand looking to
leverage the advancements
of real-time video?
Check out the Marketing Futures report
for a deep dive on this important trend,
and follow these three steps to get
started today.

Ensure high quality production
during every live video.
Setting up or renting a dedicated recording
space that is properly lit, has the camera on
a tripod with proper exposure and focus
settings, along with being fully soundproof, is
an important way to ensure quality is always
maintained. In some cases, rough and raw
video is preferred, where the camera is on
the move in a candid way, but quality is still
very important.

As quality becomes table stakes,
the viewer experience will become key.
According to a study from BoxCast, “Video
quality isn't everything. The type of viewer
experience that mirrors in-person attendance
requires more. Broadcasters will incorporate
captions, overlays, documents, and indexing.
In doing so, they will take viewer experiences
from good to great.”

Understand and plan for any risk(s)
that may be involved.
To be best prepared for mistakes that may
occur, have contingency plans in place,
including emergency contacts and legal
counsel (if necessary). Ensure your team has
also properly assessed and protected your
company and brand well in advance from
any known risks.

To learn more about how
marketers are leveraging
Live Video, check out the
full research report.
You can also visit ANA's Marketing
Futures Hub for other cutting-edge
marketing topics that are changing
the world of marketing forever.
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